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Editorial
I am very pleased to introduce three new contributors to this issue of
The Village Echo and to thank them most positively for their efforts on our
behalf. I should point out that this is especially noteworthy, in that none of
them had to undergo the traditional arm-twisting that is part of the productive
process in publishing the Echo.
The first of the ‘spontaneous’ submissions came from Viv Hallett, a
venerable old-timer, the last of the members of the Charmouth detachment of
the Home Guard 1940 – 1944. His letter and the photo of the lads outside the
Queens Armes are significant additions to the village records. Well done Viv.
The next ‘unprompted’ article is Chris Leverington’s history of the
Tennis Club; a subject dear to her heart, as she still plays and was a
professional coach of the game. Thank you, Chris.
The last of the great surprises was the bleak winter tale by no less a
person than Pat Stapleton. How she had avoided the net for so long I simply
do not know. (It won’t happen again, Patricia). Pat is the vice chairman of
the Pavey Group and even a pre-founder of the PG, dating to an involvement
since 1998. It’s still no excuse….
Richard Burleigh’s ‘fortuitous find’ made a nice little tale with a
happy resolution that I enjoyed, as I did David Carter‘s account of his
retirement and return to England from exotic shores. I can certainly identify
with problems of re-settlement. ‘Exotic shores’ however, might be
appropriate in David’s experience; he returned from the mystic east – India.
There is nothing remotely exotic about the Canadian prairies in winter; and as
far as ‘shores’ are concerned, the nearest to Winnipeg was Hudson’s Bay
over 700 miles away.
It is a matter of real regret that Peter Child’s excellent history of the
Dorsetshire Regiment will come to its conclusion in the next issue of the
Echo. Sadly it coincides with the end of the illustrious Regiment itself. The
Regiment, like so many other proud and famous regiments will suffer the
indignity of amalgamation and its traditions thereby lost forever. Therefore
Peter’s history of the ‘Dorsets’ is of timely and relevant interest to present
and future generations.
The Ed.
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History of "The Dorsetshire Regiment” 1880 - 1920

As a result of the Cardwell reforms, the regular army was given a more
regional emphasis to encourage recruitment and stimulate local loyalties. More
barracks were built and many old ones modernised, particularly in the county
towns which drew on the strong and growing patriotism in the country. These
barracks, constructed along robust, sombre and Gothic revivalist lines housed
the headquarters and depot troops of many newly formed county regiments.
Most regiments now carried the county name, the normal complement being
two battalions. To become "Soldiers of the Queen my Boys" was once again a
viable alternative to casual underpaid work which was rarely available. Better
by far to leave your nagging pregnant wife and train with your mates to seek
foreign adventure in exotic faraway places. It has to be said that many recruits
were poor specimens: ill-fed, undersized, with little or no education. Tender
loving care was definitely not lavished upon them but thereafter they were well
fed and trainable to a high standard.
The "Dorset" regiments, with their longstanding Indian service, offered
a glittering future in the imagination of a young lad prepared to serve his
country. The reality was, as indeed it always is, somewhat different. The
barracks were mostly dedicated to the training of replacement troops to fill
many gaps in the ranks created by high levels of sickness endemic in the hotter
climes of the Empire. Losses due to disease and infection were almost always
much higher than those resulting from enemy action.
Unfortunately, the demand for freshly trained troops by an everexpanding empire conflicted with an old national tradition, which gave priority
to "The Senior Service" over the proper needs of other arms. With
responsibility for the protection of supply lines and extensive trade routes the
demands of the Royal Navy always took precedence over the lowly regarded
"Pongos", the favourite naval slang phrase for the army. The status and the
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strength of the regular army always declined in times of peace, and although
every fifty years or so, small wars erupted in various parts of the Empire,
they were usually put down with a comparatively low loss of British life.
The Germans had not yet become major competitors in the business of
empire building, and - to the satisfaction of many Englishmen, who should
have known better - had given the French a bloody nose in the Franco–
Prussian war. However, the dawning of the age of steam meant that in the
time of an average English cricket collapse an invasion force could cross the
Channel and be well on the way to London, regardless of which way the wind
was blowing. Sail had no answer to steam in battle. Periodically, the ruling
classes of the land were disturbed by rumblings of discontent from the
underdogs. The brains and bellies of the lower orders, a sub-society normally
hungry but usually long suffering, were by poverty and hopelessness driven
to riot.
At such times volunteer militias were formed and trained to keep the
peace in the homeland by putting down the occasional demonstration. Arms
and uniforms were issued to deter the mob, repel invaders if they were
thought a likely event, and catch the admiring eyes of the local ladies. With
dangerous battle cries from a rampant mob, the spectre of the French
revolution still haunted the minds of an aristocracy encumbered with the
trappings of post-feudalism.
From Harwich to Plymouth, at great cost, the coast was periodically
refortified, even to the extent of arming our own little village with four
mighty cannons directed towards the inshore waters. These were entered in
the Army List for January 1866 and manned by a body of local men forming
part of the 5th Charmouth Battery of the 1st Dorset Corps Royal Garrison
Artillery under the command of 1st Lieut. Charles Brown. The formation of
the volunteer rifle regiments goes back to 1859 when the "First Dorset Rifle
Volunteers" were fully established. The Dorset "Yeomanry Cavalry"
proudly became "The Queen’s Own" at the earlier date of 1843.
These formations of militia volunteers, the Yeomanry, the Garrison
Artillery and the Rifle Volunteers, were effectively our only means of
national defence. The Yeomen were drawn from the more prosperous farmers
and better-educated men. They supplied their own mounts and splendid
cavalry uniforms. The Rifle Volunteers, who formed the infantry, were issued
with Snyder rifles at first and then with Martini breech- loading rifles which
could be fitted with bayonets. Throughout the country around a hundred
regiments were set up by Hugh Childers, one of Edward Cardwell’s
successors. These were intended essentially for home duties. All overseas
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actions were left to the Royal Navy as it was assumed that with a long-term
strength of battleships equal to the sum of any two other world powers there
would be no problems with supremacy; but all too late we were becoming
aware of the millions of trained men that continental powers could put in the
field at short notice.
Because of the coastal location of Charmouth it was thought that an
artillery unit was more appropriate. Recruits were drawn from artisans and
craftsmen who were self-employed and known to be men of sound character.
A practice rifle range was set up on the east cliff and two substantial old naval
cannons installed by the side of the cement factory. Training was by regular
officers and a senior NCO. Eventually the NCO did the job single-handedly as
due to the actions of the "Grim Reaper” no officers were available.
Training was to a high standard and several awards were won by the
Charmouth Battery. They were by all accounts a "Fine body of men". The
issue of new regulations in 1870 revitalised the Yeomanry but it was not until
the formation of the Imperial Yeomanry Corps in 1899 that any of the local
units saw active service when they were ordered to South Africa to help in
defeating the Boers.
Support for the Boer War (1899-03) was very strong and the effect of
the early defeats inflicted by the Boers was profound. Warmed by the comfort
of peace and prosperity in Victorian England and a smug sense of their
superiority to all other races generated by Kipling and Rider Haggard (a
frequent visitor to Charmouth) the populace could not tolerate defeat. The
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early reverses suffered by General Sir Redvers Buller, who had made his
reputation in Canada, did not go down well with the public. With almost
2000 casualties in his force and three South African towns under siege,
Bullers was soon replaced by Lord Roberts who arrived with Kitchener as
his staff officer and further troops including the 2 nd Dorsets together with
local units of the Imperial Cavalry Volunteers.
During the Boer War the 2nd Battalion showed great gallantry at the
Battle of Spion Kop and was the last to quit that grim place. The "Dorsets"
also fought in all the actions for the Relief of Ladysmith and in the
subsequent two years of hard fighting until the resistence of the Boer farmers
was finally worn down and bells of peace rang out. Over 22,000 British
soldiers were lost in the struggle to subdue the Boers. Astute observers on the
continent again observed, much to our embarrassment, the weaknesses in
personnel and organization.
In the years 1903-1914, most informed people thought that war with
Germany was becoming inevitable. Once again it was the navy that collared
all the big investment. The chanting mob, stirred on by the gutter press was
often heard in the big industrial cities. “We want eight and we won't wait",
they shouted referring to the number of new "Dreadnought" class battleships
under construction. As the name implies, these were at the time the last word
in battleship construction, and put us ahead in the arms race with Germany.
The downside of this surge forward was that the proud new towering
"Dreadnoughts" made the rest of our fleet more or less redundant, and thus
the potential enemy could copy our designs and incorporate many
improvements. Such is the futility of "arms racing". Nobody wins except the
arms manufacturers, who on both sides of the Channel became enormously
rich and powerful.
After years of increasing tension between the British Empire, France,
and Germany, the flash-point for war sparked in August 1914. General
mobilization was declared and the timetable for action set in motion. As it
was famously said at the time by the very depressed Foreign Secretary Sir
Edward Grey: "The lamps are going out all over Europe". Railway trains
filled with troops were cheered off with bands playing to what was widely
believed would be a quick war that would certainly be over by Christmas.
Victory was assured as both sides firmly believed a Christian God would
support their efforts. The trains of war ran on time and the two battalions of
the "Dorsets" were off to an early start, the 1 st Battalion in the west, which
was to be the major killing ground; the 2nd Battalion in the Middle East, a
front of great strategic importance.
At the start of the war the British army was the smallest of those of
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the belligerents. However, because of its superb training and discipline and the
earlier experience gained in facing Boer marksmen, the 1 st Battalion could
punch way above its weight. Firing their Lee-Enfield rifles at fifteen aimed
shots a minute into a mass of German troops advancing across an industrial
landscape around Mons in Belgium, the 1 st Dorsets assisted in halting the
German advance. Such was their rate of rifle fire, the enemy reported that
the British had far more machine guns than was expected! Then followed the
"Race for the Channel" when both sides sought an open flank before the
dreadful stalemate of trench warfare set in for that first winter. Many regular
troops were killed and replaced by "Territorials", as the militia volunteers were
called, some of whom quickly learned the skills of staying alive.
Such was the ferocity of the fighting in the next three years in what
became a war to the bitter end, that no less than six battalions of "The Dorsets"
were raised. The nominal full strength of a battalion was around a thousand
men but many hundreds of local men were conscripted into other regiments so
the total contribution of local manpower was probably over ten thousand men.
We must now follow the fortunes of the 2nd Battalion.
At the outbreak of war men of the Second Battalion "The Dorsets" were
at Poona and on Oct 16th they embarked at Bombay as a part of the Poona
Division which landed in Mesopotamia on Nov 6th. They were the first
battalion to set foot there in 1914. At dawn the next day they carried out an
attack on an old Turkish fort, Fort Fao, fortunately without resistance as the
Turks had wisely withdrawn on the previous night. Re-embarking, the
Battalion proceeded to the Shatt-al-Arab disembarking again near the Abadan
oil fields. The protection of these oil fields was essential to our war effort as
the Royal Navy now required oil fuel for the fleet. They then marched into
Basra which was to be the base for all future operations in that area. The
Second Battalion stayed in Basra on base duties until plans were completed for
the next phase. History repeats itself after a cycle of ninety years or so!
The objective of the planning was to take Baghdad, and in late 1915
Maj Gen Townsend's 6th lndian Division was ordered up the Tigris valley to
take that city. It was "game on" and after a short engagement the Turks fell
back, as the infamous military cliché says, to "prepared positions". They
repeated this tactic three times, each time extending the supply problems for
the fighting 2nd Battalion and the Indian forces. Finally at Stesiphon, and now
reduced to half their original strength, the brave force itself fell back on Kut.
There they were besieged by the Turks for over three months, and having little
food and no ammunition left, a surrender was arranged by Gen. Townsend,
who thereafter carried a black mark against his name. The corridors of power
were not festooned with roses on his return to Britain.
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Thus ended an over-ambitious adventure in which the Indian services,
who supplied most of the troops, did not have the infrastructure or efficiency
to complete with any real chance of success. Once again an underestimation
of the Turkish power to resist was made as it was at Gallipoli with the 5 th
Battalion of the "The Dorsets". Of Gen. Townsend's original force of around
15,000 men, less than three thousand survived captivity and returned home
with their health more or less ruined for life. Among their number we must
include Clifford Aldworth, father of the late Roy Aldworth. Clifford’s story
was told in a previous edition of "The Echo". The Colours of the "Dorsets"
hang in Sherborne Abbey. The uniform shown below is of a Dorset
Yeomanry officer. At the time of the 1918 cease fire around 950,000 of the
nation’s most vigorous and brave men had lost their lives in the conflict. The
nation has yet to recover fully from this loss.
It is hoped to include the last part of this outline history in the next issue of
"The Echo" Peter Childs, Jan 07
FRANCE AND FLANDERS 1914-18, BATTLE HONOURS.

Mons

1st Battalion

Messines 1917

5th Battalion

Le Cateau

1st Battalion

Langemarck 1917 5th, 6th Battalion

Retreat from
Mons

1st Battalion

Broodseinde

5th Battalion

Marne 1914

1st Battalion

Passchendaele

1st Battallion

Aisne 1924

1st Battalion

Bapaume 1918

6th, 5th Battalion

La Bassee 1914

1st Battalion

Hindenburg Line

6th, 5th Battalion

Ypres 1915-17

1st, 6th Battalion

Epehy

5th Battalion

Somme 1916-18

5th, 6th Battalion St. Quentin Canal 5th Battalion

Flers-Courcellette 5th, 6th Battalion Beaurevoir

5th Battalion

Thiepval

5th Battalion

Cambrai 1918

5th Battalion

Ancre 1916

1st Battalion

Selle

5th Battalion

Arras 1917

6th Battalion

Sambre

5th Battalion

Scarpe 1917

6th Battalion
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Gallipoli 1915.
Suvla

5th Battalion

Scimitar Hill

5th Battalion

Landing at Suvla

5th Battalion

Egypt 1916.
Q.O. Dorset Imperial Yeomanry.

Palestine 1917-18.

Mesopotamia 1914-18
Gaza

2/4th Battalion

Megiddo

2nd Battalion

Nibi Samwil

2/4th Battalion

Sharon

2nd Battalion

Jerusalem

2/4th Battalion

Basra

2nd Battalion

Ctesiphon

2nd Battalion

Shaiba

2nd Battalion

Defence of
Kut-el-Amara

2nd Battalion

Kut-el-Amara
1915-17

2nd Battalion

Baghdad

2nd Battalion
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In The Bleak Mid-Winter
The oncoming winter in November / December’06, with forecasts of
snow in the North, reminded me of the last time Charmouth had a significant
fall in the late seventies - in 1978, I believe.
On the Saturday in question, my daughter Penny and I had decided to
visit the Spring Exhibition at the Royal Academy, and did so with no thought
of the complications to follow. The snow began falling in the late afternoon,
but we had set out on our return railway journey with no qualms. However,
as we proceeded, the snow became heavier and the train travelled more
slowly, especially from Salisbury onwards. We became more and more
delayed and eventually stopped at Yeovil Junction. After three quarters of an
hour or so, it was announced that the train would travel as far as Axminster
but no farther!
Needless to say, it was very late by the time we reached Axminster;
the snow was thick and no transport to Charmouth was available. Fortunately,
we were able to get a hotel room for the night, after which we had to decide
how to get home : there were no buses or taxis, so we had to walk. It was
quite an exciting journey, as the snow was about 2ft. deep; it looked gorgeous
but it was hard work walking through it and we would have needed
snowshoes to stay on the surface.

The Street
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After stopping at Hunter’s Lodge for refreshments, we walked on.
When we reached the dual carriageway above Monkton Wyld we found the
lower side of the road - to the south, was completely full of snow, right to the
top of the hedgerows. It looked wonderful, but we plodded on, on the other
side!
We eventually reached home (at the Court Hotel, as it then was) some
three hours after leaving Axminster, weary but exhilarated by such an unusual
experience. The village, like Lyme, was cut off for two days : no through
traffic, no school, The Street became a sledge run and even a few skis were
seen. On the second day, John White delivered milk by tractor. It was great fun
while it lasted, which, fortunately, was not too long!
Pat Stapleton

Other Bits
A request arrived via e-mail recently regarding paintings of Charmouth
scenes by an artist who signed his work W.John. The enquirer believes
the artist would be in his seventies now, but his creative work might date to the
sixties – seventies or even later. The two copies I have are of are beach scenes
viewed from the Lookout towards the east with Golden Cap in the distance.
I have searched the Electoral Register for the name without success.
There is a possibility of the artist having a holiday home here, or had stayed
with friends, family, or at a hotel. If anyone has a recall of the artist or any
knowledge of his work we would be most grateful if you were to leave a
message at the Pavey Room.

Back numbers of the Village Echo
In the past there have been requests for previous issues of the Echo.
This need has been addressed. Single copies are readily available at the Pavey
Room, at Braggs and the Heritage Coast Centre. Visitors have on occasion,
asked for all the back numbers of the magazine. To that end we have prepared
two sets: the first being from Issue Nos.1 to 10, the second is from Nos.11 to
20. These are presentably packaged at a cost of £8.00 for the first set and £10
for the second. These may also be purchases at the above outlets.
With the holiday season approaching we see the possibility of these
sales as a sound reinforcement of our coffers. Although this current strategy is
largely to answer the needs of our visitors, and that it is perhaps, a trifle early
for Christmas –I do think it worthy of thought. Happy Christmas!
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A History of the Charmouth Lawn Tennis Club
The club was originally titled The Charmouth Private Lawn Tennis
Club and was founded early in the 1880s: a very early date and certainly
Dorset’s first club. The world’s first lawn tennis club began at the Manor
House Hotel, Leamington Spa in 1874 not many years before the Charmouth
club. The club site, situated at the head of Lower Sea Lane. had previously
been allotments and had been leased by the Pass family of Wootton Fitzpaine
with the proviso that should the club still be running after seventy-five years
then it would the have the right to purchase the land. This duly happened in
1968, the asking price being £1400.
Reginald Pavey and Major-General Elliot of Fernhill were central to
creating the club, initially as a croquet lawn, tennis being played after the
needs of the croquet members had been met. The earliest chairman of the
club was Doctor Henry Barrett-Hine, the Public Vaccinator. It had the most
select membership: only the landed gentry, the professionals such as doctors,
lawyers and the like were accepted and so it remained until the 1950s.
Once the club was established it became necessary to build dressing
rooms after a shelter, called the Tabernacle, built of four poles and a tin roof,
was blown away in a gale. In the new structure, two portable toilets were
installed, and Mr Aldsworth, the gardener at The Limes was paid to empty
the contents on the flowerbeds adjacent to the wall that ran down the Street.

Joan Whittington
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The Whittington sisters Beryl, Winnie, Dorothy and Joan ran the club
with a rod of iron from the early 20th century. The family ran a small prep
school at The Limes, in Little Lodge adjoining the house, (now Charmouth
Lodge, the large white house on the corner od Barr’s Lane). The sisters were
avid players and all wore long black skirts with white blouses, their hair
plaited and pinned close to the head while playing. Joan was the best player
and had qualified for Wimbledon but was not allowed to compete as she was
considered a professional, having declared winning prize money at a
tournament in Cairo.
The sister’s decisions on club rules were final. Animals and children
were not allowed on the courts. Colin Osborne remembers an occasion when a
Major Riddell brought two retrievers to the courts – all three were swiftly
ejected! Heather Frampton was not allowed to join, as her parents were ‘trade’,
her father being the village butcher. Doreen Gale was reprimanded for wearing
too short a skirt. The Whittingtons decided who played where and when; at
four o’clock play stopped for tea. No games were played on Sundays. During
the war the site was occupied by America lads in preparation for D Day. They
asked to use the courts and at first were refused but once they had agreed to
create a hard surface court they were allowed to use the court they had created.
Each year in August a tournament was held and many families spent
their holidays in Charmouth year after year in order to play. Prizes were
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usually Boots vouchers. At the end of the week a ball would be organised by
the family, who stipulated that lemonade would be the only refreshment
allowed! Hip flasks came in very useful on these occasions when the event
was held at Weycroft Manor or at Wootton Village Hall.
Martin Farrant was a member of the club from 1956 to 1980; his
younger brother Richard was also a member. Both the boys were pupils at
Little Lodge and Martin tells the story of how he would rush back from lunch
for Joan to take the children to the Barr’s Lane courts. It was here from an
age of five that Martin developed his love of tennis. Joan, recognising his
talent, allowed him to join the club where she coached the game well into her
seventies. By 1966 the domination of the club by the Whittington sisters
inevitably created dissatisfaction among the members and an Extraordinary
Annual General Meeting was called at which it was decided to convert two
courts to hard surface and that play should be allowed on Sundays. Joan and
Winnie stormed out of the meeting and relinquished their hold on the club
forever. Following their withdrawal from the club, they gave the impression
that they had founded the Charmouth LTC, but Donald Cox who had his own
court in the village, asked Audrey Buckland the physiotherapist, to ask her
patient Reginald Pavey for the true facts. He is reported to have confirmed
the names of the founders as given above.
It is true that under the Whittingtons the club achieved a prominent
reputation. No less a person than Maud Watson the first ladies Wimbledon
Champion in 1884 was a friend of the family and she came to live in
Hammonds Mead Hotel where she died in 1946. At the same hotel there lived
the first-ever lady player to win a tournament: May Langrishe, who won the
Irish Open in 1879. She died in 1939. I feel sure both these ladies would have
joined in the ‘ mid-week fours’ that are such good fun nowadays.
The club still prospers. In 1967, drainage was installed and new
surround netting replaced the old chicken wire netting. In 2000, electricity
arrived! Between 1972 and 1988 plans were discussed at length to sell the
land and move to another site – one suggestion being to relocate at the end of
Barr’s Lane. Nothing came of this proposal so the Charmouth Lawn Tennis
Club is still on Lower Sea Lane. It now has four, good, all-weather courts, a
healthy membership and a warm welcome guaranteed by the secretary,
Pauline Bonner. Tel. 560 251.
Chris Levrington
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A Fortuitous Little Find
Recently, it was a considerable surprise to find a reference to
Charmouth in a book on a subject that could well be described as being ‘out of
context’. It certainly seemed to be worthy of our notice.
To explain how this chance discovery came about: a book that I am
seeking was The Flight of the King by Allan Fea, first published in 1897*, a
classic account of the escape of Charles II after the battle of Worcester in
1651. Whilst in a shop I found another book by Allan Fea, one reflecting his
topographical interests entitled Old English Houses: The Record of a Random
Itinerary. (1910). In glancing through the copy, I was astonished to find, on
p.230 the following statement:
At the little seaside resort, Charmouth, in the midst of the
predominating whitewashed cottages in the lower part of the street, of
late there has sprung up a mushroom growth of colossal height in
staring red – the sort of erection that would look all very well at
Brighton or on the Finchley Road or anywhere but here. Whether
Charmouth will try to live up to it, and in time pull down its
whitewashed cottages and erect some red giants remains to be seen. In
that case of course, the little inn where the fugitive Charles ll slept – or
rather, I should say was very wakeful, waiting for the boat that had been
engaged to carry him over to France – would be wiped off the face of the
earth. So let us hope that the good Charmouthites will think twice before
they clear space for ‘desirable villas’.
Consistent with its age, the book was a somewhat worn copy, but as it
was reasonably priced, needless to say I purchased it. To find a reference to
Charmouth in the book was surprising initially, because the area it covers is
mainly central and southeastern counties of England, and the reference to
Charmouth is actually in the chapter on Sussex. The connection Allan Fea had
made was evidently prompted by what he thought to be inept developments in
remote Sussex villages and doubtless, with his special interest in Charles II,
Charmouth and the Queens Armes, ‘the little inn’, sprang to mind. (His major
works, The Flight of the King and the companion volume to this, A fter
Worcester Fight are still cited as authoritative sources today in modern works
about Charles ll).
Endorsement of the views expressed by Allan Fea concerning local
developments of that time are not intended by me; merely to suggest that his
observation regarding the dramatic changes in our village, could well have
been a first in Charmouth’s history. However, it was his evident bile
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at what he called ‘the mushroom growth of colossal height in staring red
brick’ that raises the obvious question - where and what was this great red
edifice that so upset him? I pondered this point and dismissed it, assuming it
no longer stood; there were no brick structures in the old part of the village.
And then whilst gazing out of the window of the barber’s shop, I suddenly
realized that it was there right in front of me on the opposite side of The
Street - it was the old Devonedge Hotel, no longer in staring red, but painted
white!
Everything now fits into place: if Fea’s book was published in 1897,
and the great fire happened in 1894, it meant that his visit to Charmouth was
within three years, so he would have witnessed the actual construction of
what was to become the most distinctive and certainly the tallest structure in
the village. In 1894 the fire broke out in the Frank Coles’ baker’s shop
behind the four cottages that stood where the Charmouth Arcade now stands.
All were burnt to the ground. It would be difficult to imagine the centre of the
village after the fire: there would have been nothing on the north side of The
Street other than a great charred space. On the south side opposite, there was
another great space, a field called Pears Close that stretched from the Queens
Armes to the mason’s yard on the corner of Sea Lane. So Fea’s reaction to
the new construction which rose out of the ashes can be appreciated.

Sunnyside - Devonedge Hotel
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Coles set about rebuilding on the site with a plan for a grand hotel – a
major tourist attraction for Charmouth. This was completed and originally
named Sunnyside and later Devonedge Hotel. As things happened however, it
was too grand as a hotel for the holiday traffic of those days and was soon
converted into flats, as it remains to this day.
This then was the solution to the ‘staring red brick ’ mystery to which
Fea took such exception. Perhaps he had a point; the the great red brick edifice
must have conflicted with the traditional lime-washed older structures in the
village, and it certainly must have been something to behold. But good sense
prevailed and harmony was restored; whether by a conscious decision or by
some, simply fortuitous circumstance, someone applied limewash. Happily,
many of the old cottages survive and the ‘little inn’ - the Queens Armes - has
been saved from being ‘ wiped off the face of the earth..’
Richard Burleigh
*If anyone has, or knows of, a copy of the second revised edition of 1908 of
Flight of the King by Allan Fea, please let me know.
01297 560 489

Charmouth Community Hall
Is available for hire for weddings and functions of all sorts
Sports
Badminton court, Short matt bowls, Soft Tennis
Games
Bingo is held the 3rd Friday in every month. Eyes down at 7.30pm
Drama
Pantomime, Short plays, Musicals, Come along and join us.
Phone Leslie Bowditch on 01297 560572 or 560962
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Charmouth’s Own “Dad’s Army”
As most people know, following the German campaign in Europe in
1940, there was a real threat of invasion of the UK in May 1940. Anthony
Eden made a radio appeal to men aged between 16-65 to form a defence
force called the Local Defence Volunteers (L.D.V.). Over a quarter of a
million men volunteered the next day. There were soon over 500,000 men
involved.
The Charmouth unit was formed by Colonel Little who lived in the
house on the corner of The Street and Lower Sea Lane, as Commanding
Officer. The platoon consisted of World War 1 veterans, youngsters awaiting
call up and men in reserved occupations. I joined in August 1940. About 20 –
24 men were involved.
I recall that initially we just had armbands with L.D.V. on them. It
was not long before we had battledress uniforms and some American 0.300
rifles. On September the 8th or 15th I forget which, there was a general ‘Stand
To’ and I recall spending the time outside the George Hotel where there was
a road block. The thing that stuck in my memory was that as dawn broke, we
heard the sound of an aircraft and were pleased to see an RAF reconnaissance
plane that was flying along the coast.
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We used to man the Look Out post in a hut on the hill behind
Catherston: two men each night looking over Marshwood Vale at dusk and
dawn in case parachutes were dropped. There was a telephone to Catherston
House. Nightly patrols of the village were carried out for a while and groups
of members were ‘Stood-To’ each night at the east cliff post in later months.
The big excitement one afternoon was when parachutist was seen
descending over Westover Lane way. The LDV turned out to capture him,
armed to the teeth. It was an RAF pilot who had bailed out after one of the
dogfights when his fighter was hit.
The platoon settled, and the name of the force was changed by order of
Winston Churchill to the Home Guard. In our unit Mr Marsden, who lived at
Bymead on the Axminster Road became the commanding officer. The
sergeants were Cliff Aldworth and Sydney Herbert the pharmacist. We met
each week at the old WI at the bottom of the village and in the playing field for
drill etc.
As the months passed we were supplied with more weapons; a couple
of Lewis machine guns, Sten guns and a spigot mortar which fired a 20lb
bomb, grenades and sticky bombs. Another member and I went to
Woolacombe in North Devon where we had training in handling explosives.
Charmouth beach was of course closed and out of bounds. It was
surrounded with barbed wire and had anti-tank blocks at each end. The Home
Guard positions on the East Cliff could cover the beach and later there was a
five-pounder was installed there with a limited number of shells. It was
manned by the most elderly members of the platoon.There was also a pillbox
in Lower Sea Lane where the new school now stands.
We were kept busy on training nights, getting familiar with the new
weapons and with the various field exercises that were devised. We used to go
to the village hall in Wootton some evenings for target practice with .22 rifles.
We also had visits to the rifle range in Symondsbury to fire rifles and machine
guns.
The photo shows a parade which was held, I think in 1943 and the
group photo was taken after I left. Some people may recognise some of the
men, I cannot remember many of the names, but in the front row are George
Restorick, Ron Frampton, Sgt. Aldworth, Capt. Marsden and Sgt. Herbert.
The Home Guard finally stood down in the autumn of 1944. It had
provided people with a welcome opportunity to join an organised force to
defend their homes, but I doubt if the Germans had ever been able to reach our
shores, those of us on the coast would have had much chance.
Viv Hallett
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Return of a Native
There is a very significant addition to the Sponsor’s Pyramid in this
issue and a truly historic one. The name Gordge has echoed throughout
Charmouth and adjacent parishes for over four centuries. The Charmouth
Gordges date to the sixteen hundreds and certainly have proved a prolific lot
to say the least. There were twenty four Gordges in the 1841 census and
twenty two 1861 census while the last of the line in Charmouth, Martha,
passed away within living memory. Of all the long line of descendants
perhaps the most famous and recurrent Christian name has been Digory Digory Gordge. What a wonderful moniker! Had Thomas Hardy moved a
little farther west in Dorset in the setting of his novels, I am sure the name
Digory would have been added to his wonderful collection of names for his
rustic characters.
Of the Digorys, several of the named were ‘notable’. Two of them
became clerks to Charmouth Parish Council one of whom was taken by the
Excise Men for smuggling. The parish council appeared to have hushed up
the matter, which suggests they paid his fine. The local belief was that the
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primary concern was not for the good name of the parish council but for the
members of council! Given the excitement and profit in the business of
smuggling in those days – there was a strong possibility that they could well
have been implicated in a very profitable process. It’s a good story anyway.
Barely three weeks ago a letter came from Swansea enquiring of the
Dorset Gordges and of their historical presence in Charmouth. It was from
W.T. (Bill) Gordge, of the Welsh branch of the family who had never been to
Charmouth. He sent an impressive ‘tree’, rich with the Gordge name
throughout the 19th century. It showed that one of his forebears had left
Charmouth about a century ago to settle in South Wales. Bill’s letter provided
a fascinating genealogical breakthrough for our local history.
Then within days, an extraordinary coincidence occurred. Keith Grinter,
who it is found, is distantly related to Bill and the Gordge clan, brought in a
beautiful china jar that had been in his family’s possession for as long as he
could remember. It celebrated the name of Thomas Gordge with the date of
1834 on it. Thomas,1780–1840, was the firstborn son of the fifth Digory, 1759
-1804, the first of the Gordges to become the Charmouth Parish Council
Clerk.
These are quite exciting times: I have invited Bill to write an article for
The Village Echo on his extraordinary family as soon as possible, and have
invited him to come to Charmouth in the early summer to see the place of his
roots and perhaps to address a meeting.
Peter M. Press
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Reminiscences and Coincidences
“stap thit you li'l varmint. yu'um upgot'n t lil maid. amw'ee zummat tu
do? I'll gi'ee a larrupin if ee doan stap!"
I had just opened the car door on my first day of my grocery round
having taken over the village store and guest house at Winterbourne Abbas, a
few weeks before. I had been working in India and had completed twelve
years managing a department of a large company and in charge of over 400
persons - and here I was thrust into rural Dorset and trying to understand a
new language. I must have given the woman evidence of my surprise with
my mouth agape, for she turned to me and observed, " Yu’um a vurriner I'll
allow. Ver yu'um vrim?" and indeed I felt that I was in a foreign land.
All that was over forty two years ago and life in Dorset, or in some
parts of it at least, do not seem to have changed very much. The mother of the
children confirmed my initial reaction when she later said: “My vam’lee
bidd’n yer for auver under’d years.” This conversation took place near
Compton Valence, a typical area of West Dorset.
Supermarkets were just being established in the cities. Town High
Streets were still full of shops selling their own specialised wares and village
stores were flourishing, by serving hamlets and farmsteads by delivery vans.
Company representatives, tally men, bakers, milk men, paraffin and seed
merchants were all countryside. Two of the representatives were Malcolm
Macnair, who had just left the Merchant Navy and Peter Allis the golfer
and commentator.
Bulk supplies were delivered to a co-operative in Dorchester and
members had to collect their supplies. I remember meeting Ron Dampier who
had come all the way from Charmouth. Bread was delivered from
Weymouth; hot pies from Roberts of Bridport; corn, seed potatoes and pet
food from Foots of Bridport and haberdasheries and clothes from Elms of
Bridport and Hobbs of Blandford. The daily papers were collected by
wholesalers from the mail train at Weymouth and delivered at 5.45am. The
papers were broken down by me into areas and customers and delivered on a
sixteen mile round, allowing me to get back to open the shop at 8.30am.
Chaos was often the result of an all too frequent breakdown of the railway.
Meanwhile, Margaret my wife, had roused the children, served up to eighteen
breakfasts and opened the shop if I was late.
Church View Guest House is situated on the A35 approximately
half way between greater London and Cornwall. By-passes and motorways
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had not been constructed and so we had the advantage of being a watering
place for those weary travellers who had endured up to seven hours of traffic
jams and other restrictions. We were able to accommodate up to eighteen
people and always had access to provisions to sustain them whatever the time
of year. This was particularly important in winter when the top road at Long
Bredy was cut by heavy snow. Winters seemed to be harsher in those days.
West Dorset in the sixties was a sleepy county largely unspoilt and
undeveloped. The map of the county was divided by the A35 from west to
east, the road having passed through all the towns and villages without short
cuts or by-passes. Winterbourne Abbas, in spite of its location, had only just
been connected to mains water. Electricity was connected, but gas was
unavailable; Paraffin heaters and lamps were common to all country cottages.
Sewage was processed through septic tanks or the 'khasi' at the bottom of the
garden. It was ten years before the village was connected to Dorchester sewage
farm. When the primary school was to be expanded some governors objected
to the installation of flush toilets on the grounds that most of the village had
Elsans and they were sufficient. They didn't win their argument.
Twice a week I went out to call on clients to take orders and sell cakes,
biscuits, pies and sweets, that were particularly popular in school holidays. I
was in effect the mobile tuck shop. I learnt about the ways and customs of
West Dorset people and although I had been warned that as a newcomer, it
would take many years before I was accepted, I never experienced anything
other than friendship, kindness and country good humour from the start.
A shepherd in his nineties, much in demand by the local estates for his
knowledge in spite of modern veternary expertise, described going to Wyke
Regis to court his sweetheart by walking on the railway sleepers from
Grimstone, a distance of twenty-four miles return. He used to call for
‘t’maiden’ to give me the grocery order - she was at least forty five years old
and unmarried. Another farmer also of great age remembers in the 1920's
taking the milk churns by horse and cart to catch the train at Abbotsbury in
order to connect with the milk express to London at 5.30am.
In 1960 the heaviest rainfall ever recorded in England, (7” inches in a
day, I think) had fallen on Hardy's Monument. In the next parish, the storm
had devastated Martinstown and Coryates, the drowning several people.
This part of Dorset was rich in archaeological sites and we were
frequently visited by digging t eams from universities. Apart from the
mysterious stone circles at Winterbourne Abbas and above Abbotsbury,
diggings were carried out at a Roman signalling station on Hardy's Hill, a
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temple at Puncknowle, dedicated to a sea god, and the Danish fortified town
built by Alfred at the same time as Wareham and Shaftesbury. Another was a
‘lost village’ at Chilcombe with an outline of a church and a Wood Henge
beside the A35 opposite the Litton Cheney turn off. The local archaeologist
who took an active part on these sites was Mr Bailey, headmaster of
Litton Primary School. I was able to examine most of these sites during my
rounds.
It was at this time that a great effort was being made to replace trees and
woodlands that had been cut down for the war effort or through land
clearances. Combes at Steepleton and heaths at Poorton and Langdon Hill
were cleared and a mixture of conifers and hardwoods were planted. Forty
years on and we see the benefit of mature woods crowning these hills and
clothing lovely valleys.
Winterbourne Abbas and Steepleton are fortunate to possess
small churches of great antiquity. both had Norman origins and had remained
untouched either by the Reformation or the Civil War. Our vicar, an ex-bush
brother from North Australia, did not believe in wasting money on faculties Diocesan Licenses. The churchwardens of which I was one, were encouraged
to carry out the work of levelling the churchyard, exposing the Norman stairs
to the rood loft and building a screen to cut off the draft between the tower and
the chancel. Nothing was mentioned when the quinquenial inspection - the five
yearly architect’s inspection - was made! I don't think we would get away with
such arrogance in today's bureaucratic world.
My co-churchwarden had a long career ending as Highways
foreman. His last jobs involved constructing the dual carriagway
at Longbreedy hut and widening the roads to Yeovil and Dorchester between
1965 and 1975. He recalled starting his working life in 1926 and cycling up to
15 miles to report for duty. All the roads were dry Macadam and the first tar
surfaces were laid after this time. A lot of the sand and gravel came by horse
and cart from Hardown Hill sandpits. His wife remembered being put on
the post coach in 1900 at Martinstown to be taken to her aunt in Chideock.
Four horses were used to pull the vehicle up the Long Bredy hill and in
summer they generated clouds of white chalk dust which covered everthing
while and potholes threatened to overturn the coach. An old Royal Navy salt
aged 93 had tales to tell about his early days as an apprentice at Portland in
1880. Then the stockyards at the base supplied fresh meat before
refridgeration. Whites Torpedo Works took them over before the First World
War. Later he was involved in attempting to raise the huge M3 submarine
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that sank off Portland because the deck aircraft hanger doors had not been
closed securely.
Our postmistress aged 90 had a board across the passage of her house
as the counter. Her postman husband used to deliver post as far as
Abbotsbury twice a day, stopping to brew tea at a purpose-built hut. We took
on a very primitive store with cigarettes stocked on one of the five staircases
in the house and with unpriced goods on plain wood shelves. Totalling bills
was done literally on backs of envelopes. We rebuilt the shelves from the teak
of our packing cases from India, introduced price labelling, self service and a
mechanical calculator. This was really modern stuff in the minds of the village.
However when tights and paper panties appeared on the shelves they caused
much amusement - "they'll never take off" said the ladies. The panties were
never put to the test!
One the first frozen foods that we stocked were beef burgers; these
were introduced on television by an advertisement born in our village. Mr
Wheeler's barn was converted to look like a Victorian farm kitchen and the
locals were the extras. Many stories were filmed in the countryside around our
village including Tom Jones, Far from the Madding Crowd, Jude the Obscure,
and several of the other Hardy stories.
Our guest house accommodated many of the technicians when the
new grid lines and gas mains were being laid across South Dorset; the skilled
workers stayed with us for weeks at a time. Remembering that this was in
the late sixties, when a farm labourer brought home £18 per week, some of the
skilled pipe welders earned £150 per week, better than many executives in the
city.
During those years the cost of houses in West Dorset had not kept up
with the south-east. Derelict or primitive cottages could be snapped up for
under £800. The holiday home culture was just beginning, supported by faster
roads and spare cash. By 1975 prices began to rise and a new class, the
newcomer, appeared. Today some of those dilapidated cottages have
exchanged hands for £250,000. Television, package holidays, the reduction of
farm workers through modernisation and supermarkets have had a marked
influence on West Dorset. The local dialect has been largely lost or
diluted.The subsequent generation having higher expectations tend to leave
the district.
In Winterbourne we had survived growing competion for fifteen years
and felt that it was time to move on. Our Silver Wedding was due the year we
moved to Morcombelake to a bungalow nearly opposite Moore's Bakery so
we decided to celebrate our anniversary by driving to India in an Auto Home.
That expedition will make another story. Suffice it to say that we had to abort
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before the Iranian border because a revolution was taking place due to the
arrival of Ayatollah Khomenei. Our house boasted fabulous views to the sea
between Golden Cap and the west of Stonebarrow and eastwards towards
Eggardon Hill and Bridport. We made friends readily with the older
inhabitants and involved ourselves with the thousand-year-old church
celebrations at Whitchurch. It was rewarding to experience a spirit of cooperation between the established inhabitants and newcomers supplying
equipment and materials for a two-day street fair and celebratory play centered
round the church. I am the proud owner of a book on English villages in which
photographs of the fair are affixed. We both had new careers; Margaret owned
a snack bar at West Bay and I took a job with a glazing company in Yeovil.
Misfortune to my son dictated that we move to a more level location and
we purchased Charmouth Lodge (previously called the Limes) which was
suitable and in spite of the two resident ghosts, described in the Dorset Echo
by Ellis Long, the Charmouth postmaster for over thirty years, it had a warmth
and ambience appreciated by everyone who entered.
Several of our near-neighbours in Winterbourne Abbas seemed to have
had the same idea as ourselves, by settling Charmouth. Betty and Ron
Wheeler who had the farm behind us ended their days at Charbury Rise.
Margo and Mike Mansergh, sometime at Whitefriars next door, are now living
in Double Common. Ann and Peter Crowter, the farm manager for the local
estate have a flat at Portland House. Past acquaintances from our days in India,
the Holdesworths and Stanfields, used to live in Charbury Rise.
Our neighbour was Lady Marie Shirley-Smith, the mother of the Rev.
John Robinson, the owner by virtue of a legacy from the Misses Whittington,
last of the famous Lord Mayor of London clan. It transpired that Lady Smith
had lived in India for many years; first married to Mr Robinson, manager of
the Bengal Nagpur railway, widowed and then re-married to Sir Shirley Smith,
the designer of the Howrah Bridge, Calcutta. She was again widowed and
re-married a retired Indian judge, conveniently called Smith and also knighted.
She had been involved in security work during the war checking on the
underground Indian National Movement. Her daughter married a major in my
old regiment, the Royal Warwickshire Regiment, a friend of my Company
Commander. Lady Marie consulted the same Jewish refugee doctor that we
used in Calcutta. John Robinson was a vicar in Preston, Lancs and his church
turned out to be the same one that my father, as an army chaplain, used during
the First World War. Lady Marie was evacuated from London to avoid the
Zeppelin raids and enrolled at Newlands Girls School. Her ashes were
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Church Veiw Guest House, Winterbourne Abbas
scattered on Stonebarrow. When we arrived in Dorset we discovered that my
mother's second cousin was married to farmer Jack Bowditch from Uplyme,
who owned Newlands and ran it as a guesthouse. Jack was a great patron of
the George and well known in Charmouth.
Newlands was renamed Stonebarrow House in 2002 and the school
gymnasium has been converted into a house. When we came to West Dorset,
inexperienced in the ways of the country, some villagers warned us that we
had to tread carefully. They forecast, as was the case with our Winterbourne
experience, that it would take several years before we could be accepted as
Dorset people. Forty-two years have passed and we never experienced
resistance or resentment except a memorable occasion when Ron Wheeler
thought I expected too much. He warned that I couldn't treat people like
‘coolies’ - a derogatory word not used these days. He and I became good
friends.
As I reminisce about these past years and recall other incidents and
experiences, I realise that it is impossible to give adequate cover in the space
available. My family consider themselves of Dorset, proud and privileged to
have lived in such a beautiful and varied landscape.
David Carter
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Paul Mitchell

Total Care Salon

01297 560221
Shetland House,
The Street
Charmouth,
Dorset, DT6 6PU
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Our Sponsors
This list is of those people and organisations who have given most generously in
support of the Village Echo and the Pavey Group.

Mrs Joan Pavey
Vi Hares
Jo Musk
Bill Gordge
Ed Bowditch
Richard Stirk
Dave Burgess
John Williams
Tania Bradford
Vera Matthews
Geoff Restorick
Charmouth Fayre
Pat & John Stamp
Gill & Roger Joye
Jeff & Carol Prosser
Peter & Maggie Press
Charmouth Companions
Mallory & Pauline Hayter
Francis Lock, Pharmacist
Malcolm & Heather Bowditch
Ray & Rosalind, Stow House
Ian & Alison Shilston, Morgans
James & Valerie Hatcher, Braggs
Elaine & Rob Love, Villager Stoves
Messrs Fortnam: Smith and Banwell
Paul & Jennifer, Fish Bar & Seashells
Dean & Marie Herbert, The George Inn
Peter Noel, Marshall Noel Accountants
Phil & Carol Tritton, Charmouth Stores
Caroline & John Davis, The Hensleigh Hotel
Ian and Liz Simpson, The White House Hotel
Phillip & Carole. Mapstone, The Queens Armes Hotel
Mike Smith, Frampton, Smith & Partners, Accountants
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Devonedge Hairdressing
Ladies & Gentlemen's Hairdressing
The Street, Charmouth.
CALL IN TO OUR SALON OR
PHONE US ON 01297 560572

Hensleigh Hotel
Licensed Restaurant
Lower Sea Lane, Charmouth
Morning Coffees, Cream Teas,
Light Lunches, A La Cart Restaurant

We aim to always use Fresh Local Produce

We look forward to welcoming you soon!

We're always happy to cater for your Special Occasion Meals or Buffets
Reservations please call John or Caroline on 01297 560830

MORGANS OF CHARMOUTH

3-4 The Arcade , Charmouth, Dorset, DT6 6PU

YOUR VILLAGE STORE
WITH A DIFFERENCE

street

CHARMOUTH STORES
Your

studio

PREMIER

CONVENIENCE STORE

Charmouth art

Phil & Carol Tritton
01297 560304
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THE OLD FORGE FOSSIL SHOP

CHARMOUTH FISH BAR
AND SEA SHELLS CAFÉ
NOW OPEN ALL THE
YEAR ROUND

15, Broad St., Lyme Regis, Dorset, DT7 3QE
www.fossilshop.net
FOSSILS, MINERALS,
JEWELLERY AND GIFTS

FOR DETAILS OF OPENING TIMES
TELEPHONE : 01297 560220

Tel: 01297 445977
Fax: 01297 445852

Braggs Store Charmouth

The George Inn

(MACE)

James & Valerie Hatcher
Traditional Village Store, Friendly
Welcome and Value for Money
7.30am – 7pm Mon to Sat
8am – 5 pm Sundays

10th Century Coach House
Bar Snacks - Full Restaurant
Real Ales
Large Garden & play Area
Dean & Marie Herbert

Tel: 01297 560252

MIKE BOWDITCH

FRANCIS LOCK

Builder and General
Maintenance Work

M.R. PHARMS.S

PHARMACIST
CHARMOUTH
Developing & Printing
Kodak Films
Toiletries & Cosmetics

Tel : 01297 560129

Tel :- Charmouth 560261

PATTIMORE

CLIST FINANCIAL

MANAGEMENT LTD. EA`S
EAST WING, THE STREET,
CHARMOUTH,
DORSET, DT6 6RE
TEL:- 01297 561006

The Street, Charmouth, Dorset.

High Class Family Butcher
Poultry & Game Dealer

All Local Farm Fresh Meat. Home Made
Sausages, Cooked Hams, Pasties & Pies

Tel No :- 07800 931816

D.COZENS

The Royal Oak

34, Bridge Rd , Charmouth.
Tel: 01297 560773

The Street, Charmouth.
Palmers Real ales

Removals
Delivery on any item or Part load

Carol & Jeff Prosser
01297 560277
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